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done by way of removing defects in individual buildings,
Manchester in particular making a valiant attempt at letting
some air through her thousands of back-to-backs. And the
London County Council took to building not only blocks of
slum replacement tenements but also large estates of small
suburban cottages for a better type of tenant.
To this new development two new factors,contributed.
The one was an economic one. The standard of working-
class housing demanded by public opinion and by law was
rising, so that the building of houses to let was becoming a
less attractive speculation in years when building costs were
on the high side.
And the other factor was at once social, aesthetic, and
hygienic. The town-planning movement was breeding a con-
viction that tidying-up was not enough, and that orderly plan-
ning on a large scale in the first instance might prove cheaper
in the long run.
The powers of local authorities were brought into harmony
with these new developments in 1909 by John Burns's housing
and town-planning act. On its housing side this was largely
a re-enactment of the act of 1890; but it provided means for
harrying the more apathetic sanitary authorities out of their
inaction, by empowering the central department to compel
them to deal with individual houses unfit for human habita-
tion.
In late-Victorian England the obvious objections to placing
compulsory powers in the hands of private philanthropists
had necessitated municipal participation in housing. Similarly
at the beginning of the twentieth century the reluctance of all
but the biggest local authorities to use their statutory powers,
especially as they would have to do so almost entirely at their
own financial risk, left no alternative to the assumption of
statutory powers of compulsion and financial means of per-
suasion on the part of the central department.
This tendency was already at work before the war of 1914.
But the end of the war gave an illusion of dramatic sudden-
ness to what might otherwise have been a gradual and almost

